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From the creators of BabyLitÃ‚Â®: Every area of the world can be mapped out for adventure, and

brilliant babies love the sophistication of traveling by train. This new board book series written by the

husband and wife team of Haily and Kevin Meyers and illustrated by Haily, celebrates the unique

qualities of each city while employing a fun primer element to tell the story. These books will have

you and baby seeing the world by train and will turn story time into a globetrotting event. Perfect as

a souvenir or as part of a geography collection for brilliant babies, the All Aboard! series will be

pulling into your station next! Haily and Kevin Meyers are the husband and wife team behind the

dazzling baby product lineÃ¢â‚¬â€¢Lucy Darling (lucydarling.com). Haily's design work can be seen

on their unique monthly sticker designs, nursery art prints, baby memory books, and multiple baby

products. Their work has been featured in Pregnancy andÃ‚Â NewbornÃ‚Â magazine, Red

Tricycle,Ã‚Â Babiekins Magazine,Ã‚Â Cool Mom Picks,Ã‚Â KIWIÃ‚Â magazine,Ã‚Â Mollie

MakesÃ‚Â magazine,Ã‚Â Fresh StyleÃ‚Â magazine,Ã‚Â Mom Trends, HGTV Canada, and

specialty baby shops worldwide. They live in Arizona.
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Illustrations are too abstract and some pages just look like the illustrator got lazy (looking at you,

rectangles that are supposed to be trains in the Rocky Mountains). Also, try to be a little accurate.

My toddler now thinks there should be a train on top of Yosemite Falls whenever we go there.

Bumping it up to 3 stars because I like the idea of a National Parks book and my daughter really

likes the train.

Cute illustrations but very minimal. Not very educational. Very few words. Overall not a great book.

Mine came damaged so I am returning it but will not be replacing. This is like a 30 second read. Not

even pictures to be able to discuss.

Wonderful board book. Sturdy so my babies and toddlers won't rip it apart any time soon. And

interesting enough for parents to want to read. I love the little picture details about each of the parks.

Art is wonderful but there isnt really much to read. Each page basically has a caption and a labled

animal.

Love the illustrations...kind of a minimalist retro vibe. I bought this mainly to use as a decoration for

a woodsy baby shower I was throwing. It was perfect for that purpose. The aesthetic is great,

however the content is a little disappointing. There's just not much to it. My 1 and 3 year old

daughters were equally unimpressed. So I'd recommend as nursery decor, but not as a quality



book.

Cute book for young toddler. Giving to our 1 1/2 year old grandson who will be visiting some

National Parks next summer. A couple very basic words and pictures on each page, so age

appropriate. It never ceases to amaze me the creative variety of books available, and this one is a

great addition to his collection.

The illustrations are cute and the colors are bright. I was a little disappointed with the minimal

amount of text in this book. Its literally just illustrations of the national park and the names of them. I

kept it anyway and display it on my son's shelf because the cover is so darn cute.

There's not really much to read in this board book, but the illustrations are nice. Good for a little

baby, but unlikely to hold the attention of an older one.
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